Our souls are far more expansive than our human body. All of us, began our soul’s journey with the Creator, and as we travel though our experiences (human or otherwise) we will tend to join, or be connected to, specific Soul Groups and we will stay with those groups in many of our incarnations. There are many soul groups beyond what is on this page and that we are not aware of yet.

As we become more clear and layers get peeled, we may find that we are part of more than one Soul Group. Percentages of our Soul’s makeup can be parts of multiple Soul Groups. This is a sampling.

**Alpha Centarian**

Alpha Centarians are self-proclaimed defenders of their earth neighbor. They arrived here in physical transports to defend us against marauding groups with dark intent.

They will be very mental, uncomfortable in the physical, and run their energy in their upper body. They are very protective, mentally advanced and service orientated. They have exclusive energies fields and are often loners because of it. They exhibit a purity of purpose here.
Focus: To protect Earth
Challenge: Comfort in the physical, isolation
Examples of famous Alpha Centurians: George Washington, Robert Redford, Gandhi)

Altair
Star System: Altair/Vega
A gifted group of metaphysical souls. The groups of beings from this sector were mostly leaders and high council members who started religions and brought messages of creation. Many lived in Atlantis and have held prominent places in our history. Most of these beings have experiences ascension here.

Beta Centarian (Hadarians)
Star System: Beta Centauri/ Hadar
Hadariarins are very spiritually advanced beings that hold the pattern in their DNA for Divine Creator Love. Hadar carried the Love Beacon for this dimensional territory until it was enslaved by Draconians, allowing love to be seen through a tainted filter. Hadarians are very high tone, porous beings, so the world can seem very harsh to them.

Hadarians were the keepers of the time travel maps through out the galaxy, so they have the ability to bend and manipulate time.

Hadarians seem to have a real sense of aloneness and aloofness, feeling the enslavement of their planet and the love beacon deeply. They may be fearful of crowds, and slow to meet people and make friends. This is due to the experiences patterned in their soul record around the loss of their planet to an invading race of beings.

Focus: The gift they offer humanity is the love beacon that is coded within their DNA for untainted love. It is part of their soul contract/mission to share with humanity. So, it is important to make sure the connection is intact, as often times it is not.

Challenge: Getting caught in researching love for what it isn’t, instead of what it is, so it is also important to clear any tainting around love.

(Examples of famous Beta Centurians: Princess Diana, Elizabeth Taylor, Mother Theresa)

Blueprinters
Place of origin: Highly evolved worlds beyond this universe and our current frame of reference. The Blueprint group has approximately five (5) main categories:

1. Originators – Those who create the blueprint. The “parents” of humanity. They are very gifted with magical qualities and ancient wisdom.

2. Designers – The visionaries and architects of the grid with information from the Originators. Designers are very creative and take the creativity of the Originators and the technical knowledge of the Technicians and blend them to bring color, beauty and aesthetics to function.

3. Technicians – Those who create the grids with info from the designers. Technicians are highly mental and technical. They work in the mental grids.

4. Deliverers – Those who carry the original codes into form. Deliverers tend to be very spiritual and interested in teaching others about spirituality. They have ancient wisdom and an understanding of the original blueprint.

5. Changers - Those who carry the codes for change when the grids are tainted. Changers are responsible for getting into body and carrying in the corrected codes, and/or research where the codes are off, and send that information to the team to correct them. So they can live heavy, trying lives and feel abandoned and/or bitter.

**Focus:** To guide the Earthers & oversee evolution

**Challenge:** Objectivity for mankind’s slow development-They are very dedicated to the evolution of humanity and can struggle with being aligned with humanity’s forward movement or very distressed by a perception of lack of forward movement.

(Examples of famous Blueprinters without getting into the specific category: Oprah Winfrey, Bill Gates, Martin Luther King)

**Earthers**

Planet: Earth

Earthers are younger, less experienced souls and tend to be very grounded and comfortable here. Earthers are very physically oriented and interested in Earth healing energies and planetary issues.

**Focus:** To evolve and learn.
**Challenge:** Physical orientation to the point of ignoring growth in other areas. Lack of spiritual movement and growth.

**Mars**

Planet: Mars
Came to earth after their planet’s surface was destroyed by the Maldec Explosion. They had a very structured male dominated society. There are 3 main groups that we understand so far:
1. Organization/Planning
2. Construction/Building
3. Mystic Warriors

There are also some Venussians that went to Mars as scientists, and they will be found in this group.

**Focus:** Temporarily here seeding concept of acceptance.

**Mintakan**

Planet: Artuvia, Star Mintaka

Mintakans are very focused on Truth as the only choice and the Mintakan world is the only world we know of at this point that stayed 100% loyal to the Light. They have difficulty understanding any choice made out of negativity. Many are weary of the Earth experience and long for the utopia of their home world, which was highly technical and metaphysical. As a water based world, they will have an affinity or aversion to the water here.

They are extremely loyal and trusting. They have a deep innate understanding of the difference with right & wrong (black & white). They are very careful, and do not like to make mistakes.

**Focus:** To reinstate free will choices based in Love, Light and Truth back to the blueprint.

**Challenge:** Often gullible and victimized by those who would use their compassion for the light against them.

(Examples of famous Mintakans: Paul McCartney, Tom Brokaw, Goldie Hawn)

**Mission Realm**

Those from the Mission Realm come in through a wormhole in the Andromeda Galaxy, so are often called Andromedeans. They actually originate in the
Mission Realm that was set up to govern Earth and never intended to get into body.

Since they did not come in through the typical doorways to get here, many are very uncomfortable in the physical. They will be so high tone that they will find difficulty aligning with any world system.

As children this creates difficulty for them as they challenge the educational system. They are here to be leaders but need time and education to find their mission.

Focus: Mission driven leaders, role models.

Challenge: Frustration, isolation, pain

Parallels

Parallels come in through multidimensional doorways and they are travelers intent on adventure and learning here.

They usually are very high energy, but may feel out of place if they have come here alone. Most travel alone, although there have been Parallels, discovered by other practitioners, found grouped in small bands.

Within their DNA is the knowledge they used to get here, and how they will get back, so a Parallel (a soul from this soul group) may have a homing beacon within their etheric body. Many are very artistic and psychic.

(Examples of famous Parallels: Michaelangelo, Picasso, Meryl Streep, John Lennon, Deepak Chopra)

Pleiadian
Star: (Star Cluster) Pleiades in the cluster of the Seven Sisters.

Pleiadeans call themselves “The Bringers of the Dawn” and carry blueprint codes for success in this new age. They are very vocal in their beliefs and often are teachers and speakers. Pleiadeans are very fast paced and prefer to skip steps when in a learning process. A challenge exists in learning to slow down and make sure things are accomplished in order. Pleiadean’s have a lot of energy and open doors for our learning about new options for healing and expanding our concepts of diversity.

Some Pleiadeans carry a tainting which reverses energy as it moves from them into the world. Others who passed through this system can also carry the taint.
Once removed, it enables communication to be more clear and accepted as it was intended, instead of the reverse.

**Focus:** Bringing in the new age

**Challenge:** Impatience, difficulty with chronological order, the end justifies the means attitude.
(Examples of famous Pleiadeans: Jim Carey, Robin Willimans, David Letterman)

**Polaris**
Star: Polaris, The North Star
Polarins are extremely loyal, dedicated, single-minded, focused, strong willed individuals. They believe in loyalty to others often at the expense of themselves.

**Focus:** To reinstate concept of Oneness, Wholeness & Unity back into the blueprint.

**Challenge:** Too loyal to others at the expense of themselves.
(Examples of famous Polarins: Kevin Costner, George Harrison, Louis Armstrong, Jimmy Carter)

**Sirian**
Planet: Hutron. Star: Sirius
Sirians carry blueprint codes for spiritual advancement. Many Sirians also worked on Mars and Maldec, prior to the Maldec explosion, which is now our asteroid belt. Sirians were also major players in Atlantis, and therefore played a large part in the teachings of the Egyptian Era after the fall of that civilization.

Sirians tend to be uplifting people, full of hope for the future. They are very committed to planetary healing, are dedicated and service orientated. They are very grounded in the physical, yet spiritually evolved beyond the 3rd dimension.

If past lives involved power struggles, or misuse of power, there is often karmic patterns that cause disempowerment that can be cleared.

**Focus:** Spiritual advancement, planetary evolution.

**Challenge:** Misuse of power.
(Examples of famous Sirians: Steven Spielberg, Frank Sinatra, Joan of Arc, Eleanor Roosevelt)

Namaste